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Summary 

A. Life Actuarial Task Force – the following topics were covered: 

1. Yearly Renewable Term (YRT) Field Test – LATF heard an update on the VM-20 YRT Field Test. 

LATF took no action. 

2. VM-22 Subgroup Report – LATF heard an update from the Academy Annuity Reserve Work 

Group (ARWG) on progress to develop a proposal for a principle-based statutory reserve 

framework for non-variable annuities within VM-22. The Subgroup’s target timeline is to provide 

a proposal that will allow the NAIC to have an approach implemented on 1/1/2023. LATF also 

heard from the Academy SVL Interest Rate Modernization WG on continuing efforts to develop 

valuation interest rate requirements within VM-22. LATF adopted the Subgroup report. 

3. Life Mortality Improvement Factors – LATF heard an update from the Joint Academy/SOA 

Committee on updates to the process to develop the Individual Life Mortality Improvement 

Recommended Scale that is used in conjunction with AG38 and VM-20 reserve development. 

LATF took no action. 

4. Valuation Manual Amendments – LATF exposed several amendment proposal forms. 

5. SOA Research and Education – LATF heard an update on SOA research and education efforts. 

LATF took no action. 

6. Longevity Risk Subgroup – LATF heard an update on Subgroup activities. The Subgroup will be 

proposing C-2 longevity factors for RBC, which were developed by the Academy Longevity Risk 

Task Force. The Subgroup is not moving forward with correlation between longevity and 

mortality RBC, but they will be asking the Life RBC WG to consider this. LATF adopted the 

Subgroup report. 

7. GI Life Valuation – LATF voted to send a recommendation to the A Committee that a subgroup 

be formed to improve requirements for Guaranteed Issue Life business. This would include any 

appropriate mortality table(s) for valuation as well as nonforfeiture. 

8. PBR Governance – LATF heard a report on the Academy’s involvement in PBR, which includes a 

PBR resource page on the Academy website, a model governance checklist, a PBR Boot Camp, a 

new practice note covering PBR projections, and an update to the VM-20 Practice Note (coming 

soon). LATF took no action. 

9. Economic Scenario Generator (ESG) and the Cessation of LIBOR – LATF heard an update on an 

RFP to develop an ESG annuity reserves and risk-based capital calculations (VM-20, VM-21, C-3 

Phase I, and C-3 Phase II). There was also a discussion on the cessation of LIBOR, its impact on 

valuation, and actions that may need to be taken. LIBOR will be replaced by the Secured 

Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR). LATF took no action. 
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10. Mortality Reporting for 2020 – LATF heard an update on mortality reporting, which involves a 

5/31/2021 target for the NAIC to submit aggregate experience data to the SOA. The NAIC is 

aiming for capturing over 90% of industry experience. LATF took no action. 

11. Mortality Aggregation – LATF heard a presentation on the requirements and practices used to 

aggregate mortality under VM-20 for purposes of calculating credibility. Examples of 

aggregation approaches are going to be developed to post on the industry tab on the NAIC 

website. LATF took no action. 

12. LATF heard an update on the Interstate Insurance Product Regulation Commission (IIPRC). 

LATF took no action. 

13. IUL Illustration – LATF heard an update from the IUL Illustration Subgroup related to potential 

improvements to AG 49. LATF took no action. 

14. Valuation Basic Table Issues – LATF heard an update on efforts to collect additional data that 

will allow them to better determine when updates are needed to the VBT. LATF took no action. 

15. Experience Reporting Subgroup Report – LATF heard an update on experience reporting 

activities, including VAs and advance underwriting. LATF adopted the Subgroup report. 

16. Academy Update on Professionalism – LATF heard an update from the ABCD and a report from 

the Actuarial Standards Board on the status of ASOPs of interest to LATF. LATF took no action. 

17. Other Matters – None. 

B. See the Life RBC WG section below for information on the Life RBC WG session during the Fall NAIC 

National Meeting. 
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Fall 2019 NAIC National Meeting (Austin, TX) 

Background and Details 

Life Actuarial Task Force – December 5 and 6, 2019 

1. Yearly Renewable Term (YRT) Field Test 

Jason Kehrberg (chair of the Academy’s YRT Field Test Project Oversight Work Group) led the discussion 

(page 12 of the LATF Materials and additional material available on the LATF page of the NAIC website - 

https://content.naic.org/cmte_a_latf.htm). Representatives from Oliver Wyman (OW), who was hired 

by the NAIC to work with the Academy and the ACLI to manage the field test, were also present. 

The NAIC Valuation Analysis Working Group noted material differences in the treatment of future YRT 

premium rates within the VM-20 calculations they reviewed. Since the presentation of these findings, 

several Amendment Proposal Forms (APFs) have been proposed offering different methods to project 

YRT premium rates. These need to be tested.  

An interim solution (APF 2019-39) has been put in place for 2020 valuations, and this solution is optional 

for 2019 valuations. The interim solution uses a ½ cx approach that requires no modeling. This is meant 

to be temporary until a final solution is implemented. 

Jason outlined the workstream schedule, noting that the oversight group consisting of Academy, ACLI 

and regulatory representatives completed the task of developing the field test instructions. OW has also 

developed a model office to do analysis and solution vetting from the industry survey. The schedule is 

an aggressive one, but was designed to meet the goal of having a final recommendation ready for the 

2021 Valuation Manual. Major milestones within the schedule were presented, including the milestone 

of getting the final APF adopted by the NAIC at the Summer NAIC National Meeting in August 2020. 

OW provided an overview of the model office analysis of the current APF solutions that are being tested. 

This includes the analysis design, the initial analysis and insights, and next steps.  

OW is working with the Academy to use generic industry models that will be used to help validate the 

analysis approach. Going forward, OW will lead calls with field test participants and assist in the 

preparation and interpretation of results. 

OW noted that its deliverable to NAIC includes models (GGY AXIS), Testware, and documentation, along 

with the initial analysis and model design, including prudent estimate and reserve assumptions. Models 

may be able to be used for further NAIC analysis on both reinsurance and other PBR issues. 

In response to a question about morality assumptions, OW indicated that the model is using best 

estimate mortality with mortality improvement. This does not mean that each company will be using the 

same mortality, but rather the same approach to incorporating their own mortality assumptions. 

OW discussed the relationship between mortality margin and the impact that reinsurance has on 

reserves under PBR, including PBR prescribed margins (i.e., company experience grading into industry 

experience, with no mortality improvement), the impact of mortality margins, projected reinsurance 
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credit, and formulaic reserve credit. Results were presented for two sets of boundary reinsurer reactions 

under PBR mortality margins, and an analytical benchmark (10% mortality margin). It was noted that it is 

the gap between projected mortality under VM-20 (which contains margins and no mortality 

improvement) and projected YRT rates (which may include mortality improvement) that is the main 

source of the issue being addressed. 

Key takeaways from this is that the “reinsurer reaction” scenarios can produce reserve credits in excess 

of ½ cx, and that it is important to look at long-term projections of reserves when evaluating the impact 

of reinsurance modeling approaches, because of the impact of the level of margin in mortality as 

compared to best estimate changes and the impact of the aging of the business. 

Next steps include sharing APF specific results based on the survey and the analysis at the NAIC National 

Meeting in March, and for the Academy WG to work with LATF to draft and expose an APF. OW will 

perform additional analysis as needed. 

Mike Boerner (TX and LATF chair) noted that the schedule presented (i.e., having something for the 

2021 VM) is unlikely to be met, but that everyone should still proceed with this schedule. He also 

indicated that there should be future conference calls to discuss these issues. 

LATF took no action. 

2. VM-22 Subgroup Update 

Bruce Sartain (IL and Subgroup chair) led the discussion (page 16 of the LATF Materials), and introduced 

the different work flows that are going on to continue to develop PBR for non-variable annuities. He 

noted that prior discussion of a separate VM-23 is no longer being considered. All of the PBR 

requirements will be in VM-22 (i.e., the current VM-22 will be modified to incorporate any changes to 

implement the future PBR methodology). 

Ben Slutsker and John Miller (chair and vice-chair of the Academy Annuity Reserve Work Group) 

presented a preview of ideas for a potential PBR framework from the ARWG. Broader proposals will 

come in the future. The current focus is on a proposed methodology th may include a CTE 70 measure. 

They are starting with a VM-21 approach and are updating it for fixed annuities. They are also focusing 

on addressing newer features with fixed annuities, such as GLBs. 

The goals of the approach include an appropriate reflection of product risk, consistency across products, 

and practicality.at 

The ARWG is looking at meeting a 1/1/2023 implementation date. So, they are managing to a schedule 

that will allow NAIC adoption by Spring 2022. 

Ben and John offered several topics that the ARWG are discussing: 

• GICs, Funding Agreements and mortality-linked security and longevity reinsurance are out of 

scope for now. 

• Hybrid products, such as Indexed annuities and MGA, should not fall through the cracks. 

https://www.naic.org/meetings1912/sortable_agenda.htm
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• On hedging, the concept of a CDHS and hedging effectiveness might not work for all fixed 

annuity products, such as indexed annuities. However, the documentation of hedges should be 

consistent with VM-21. 

• They are looking at whether net asset earned rate, additional assets, and starting assets should 

be consistent with VM-21. The use of VM-20 spreads and defaults for fixed annuities may need 

additional input. The ARWG is discussing the possibility of starting with company-specific 

spreads and defaults and grading to a prescribed ultimate. This is because fixed annuities may 

have different sources of profits than life and VA products (e.g., COIs and separate account 

fees). 

• The need for a stochastic exclusion test for products that aren’t interest sensitive. If such a test 

is passed, the company could use an AG 33/AG 35 approach, with VM-22-type valuation interest 

rates. The ARWG is looking at VM-20 for potential tests, where the company runs 16 prescribed 

scenarios and compares it to a baseline. The idea is to base exclusion on risk rather than product 

classification. In response to a question about pre- vs. post-reinsurance exclusion, Ben indicated 

that the ARWG needs to look at this, and they may look to VM-20 for guidance. They were also 

asked to look at the appropriateness of current VM-20 scenarios and pass/fail thresholds. 

• The ARWG is beginning to develop preliminary modeling efforts. They will discuss this more at 

the March NAIC National Meeting, but they are beginning to develop a prototype FIA product 

with a GLB for testing on both the reserve approach and for exclusion tests. 

• Whether the methodology should apply to in-force business, which could even include products 

that were issued before the effective date of the VM. 

Mike Boerner (TX and LATF chair) noted that applying the approach to products issued prior to the VM 

effective date may have to involve an actuarial guideline, similar to AG43. It was suggested that LATF 

may want to consider making application in-force optional. Both of these raise concerns about tax 

reserves, but the ACLI pointed out that while the changes to the tax law would erase the concern about 

applying the approach to in-force, making it optional could reintroduce tax issues. 

One LATF member asked whether application to in-force is motivated by a desire for lower reserves, or a 

need to capture something that the current requirements don’t cover. Ben responded that the desire is 

consistency with VAs. It was noted that reserves could increase for some blocks, such as payout 

annuities. There was also a question about whether the ARWG was going to propose a standard 

scenario. Ben noted that the current focus is on modeled reserves, and that the Academy doesn’t 

support a floor, as it didn’t support a standard scenario in AG43. However, the ARWG is willing to 

provide input on any floor that is proposed for VM-22. 

Chris Conrad (chair of Academy SVL Interest Rate Modernization WG) discussed continuing efforts to 

develop valuation interest rate requirements within VM-22 (page 34 of the LATF Materials). This group 

is coordinating with the ARWG to ensure rates are appropriate to the proposed approach. Their focus is 

currently on valuation rates for products that pass any exclusion test that is developed. The current plan 

is to look at rising, falling and level interest rate scenarios. They are also considering whether the rates 

should lock-in at issue or be changed from time to time. The WG is looking at valuation interest rates 
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based on Treasuries plus VM-20 spreads, and potential rate differentiators based on items such as 

surrender charge period, market value adjustments, free partial withdrawals, single premium vs. flexible 

premium, and multi-year guarantees vs. annual resets. 

They are targeting a 1/1/2023 implementation date, along with VM-22 PBR. 

LATF adopted the Subgroup report. 

3. Life Mortality Improvement Factors 

Marianne Purushotham (a member of the SOA Preferred Mortality Oversight Group and the Academy’s 

Life Mortality Improvements Subgroup, or Joint Committee) led the discussion (page 39 of the LATF 

Materials). 

She noted that the Individual Life Mortality Improvement Recommended Scale is used in conjunction 

with AG38 and VM-20 reserve development. It is updated each year to account for an additional year of 

mortality improvement. It is then applied to improve the Valuation Basic Table mortality from the table 

date (e.g., 2015 for the 2015 VBT) to the current valuation date. She noted that the same methodology 

has been used since 2013 to develop the scale, and she outlined the basic steps of the process. 

She noted some of the limitations of current scale: it is one-dimensional (age/gender only), there is a 

basis risk due to use of population data, and the scale is not intended for long-term projections. 

The SOA is in the process of developing a common tool for all mortality improvement processes, so it 

makes sense to look at changes over next 2-3 years for the AG38/PBR mortality improvement process. 

The tool will use a 2-dimensional approach. For life tables, the intent is to use gender-specific Social 

Security Administration data for the US population and SOA non-smoker and smoker experience, with 

consideration to eventually allow users to input their own data. 

The next steps for the AG38/PBR process are to revise the common method to remove some or all of 

the actuarial judgement, to include a description of the methodology used each year to update the 

scale, and to consider an approach to make annual updates without formal approval by LATF. 

There was also a discussion of adoption of the scale earlier in the year, since currently the adoption is 

too close to year-end. Marianne noted that this could be done, but one less year of data would have to 

be used. 

LATF took no action. 

4. Valuation Manual Amendments 

Mary-Bahna Nolan (Academy Life Reserve WG) discussed Amendment Proposal Form (APF) 2019-33 on 

the treatment for individually underwritten group insurance policies (page 66 of the LATF Materials). 

The APF recommends seven clarifying changes and a referral for change to the NAIC Blanks and the PBR 

Supplemental Report. 

LATF exposed the APF for 90 days. 

https://www.naic.org/meetings1912/sortable_agenda.htm
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Linda Lankowski (LRWG) discussed APF 2019-62 involving conversion reserves (page 81 of the LATF 

Materials). 

LATF exposed the APF until the end of the year. 

Rachel Hemphill (TX) discussed APF 2019-60 on using different credibility methodologies (page 81 of the 

LATF Materials). 

LATF exposed the APF for until the end of January. 

Rachel Hemphill (TX) discussed APF 2019-61 on a technical clarification on the life PBR exemption test, 

indicating that the test can’t be applied to policy that has a ULSG rider (page 88 of the LATF Materials). 

LATF exposed the APF for until the end of January. 

5. SOA Research and Education 

Dale Hall (Society of Actuaries) outlined some of the SOA research projects that are of interest to LATF 

(page 90 of the LATF Materials). Among those topics listed in the materials, Dale focused on: 

• A survey on mortality improvement to learn how companies are reacting to the slowdown in 

the level of mortality improvement within the general population. Results of the survey were 

presented at the SOA Annual Meeting, and they will be presented in a report on the SOA 

website. 

• A webcast and a future report on Accelerated UW. 

• A report on the economic impact of opioid abuse that outlines the estimated economic and 

financial cost associated with the opioid crisis in U.S. This is expected at the end of the year. 

• A report examining the potential impact of a sustained negative interest rate environment on 

the insurance industry. This is expected at the end of the year. 

LATF took no action. 

6. Longevity Risk Subgroup 

Rhonda Ahrens (NE) provided an update on Subgroup activities. See the Life RBC WG Materials, and 

additional notes in the Life RBC WG section. Rhonda reported that the Subgroup will be proposing C-2 

longevity factors for RBC. The proposed factors were developed by the Academy Longevity Risk Task 

Force. Rhonda noted that longevity reinsurance is out of scope for the time being, and that the 

Subgroup is willing to accept a charge to work on that. Previous discussions involving this issue included 

a desire to recommend a correlation factor between longevity and mortality in RBC. However, the 

Subgroup is not comfortable with that charge, since it involves “regular” mortality. They will be asking 

the Life RBC WG to consider this. 

LATF adopted the Subgroup report. 

7. GI Life Valuation 
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Rhoda Ahrens (NE) led the discussion (page 93 of the LATF Materials) to recommend LATF propose to 

the A Committee that a subgroup be formed to improve requirements for Guaranteed Issue Life 

business. This would include any appropriate mortality table(s) for valuation as well as nonforfeiture. 

Initial recommendations would be provided to LATF by the 2020 Summer National Meeting. 

LATF voted to make a recommendation to the A Committee to form this subgroup. 

8. PBR Governance 

Donna Claire (chair of the Academy PBR Governance Task Force) discussed the Academy Life Practice 

Council (LPC) involvement in PBR (page 94 of the LATF Materials). This includes updates to the PBR 

resource page on the Academy website, which contains a PBR toolkit and links to documents and 

applicable materials. The links include a model governance checklist, PBR practice notes (including a 

model governance practice note), US qualification standards, and the Life PBR ASOP. She noted that the 

ASOP also applies to regulators that review PBR work. The link also can take the user to the NAIC 

webpage to get the latest Valuation Manual. 

Donna noted that there will be a Boot Camp next week here in Austin. The focus will be on companies 

that will be implementing Life PBR (VM-20) in 2020 for the first time, and the regulators that will review 

that work. It will include a discussion of take-away items from reviews of submissions by the NAIC and 

regulators. It will also include sessions on the recent changes pertaining to variable annuities (VM-21 

and C-3 Phase II). 

A practice note on PBR projections was released and is available on the Academy website. An update to 

the VM-20 practice note is also being worked on, and is expected by mid-January. A one-page PBR 

Checklist of things to consider, developed by the Academy PBR Checklist Task Force, is also available. A 

group is developing a paper on ways to display PBR data, which is expected to be released later this 

year. 

She also mentioned a PBR Analysis Template, which is being developed by another Academy group. The 

goal is to complete this by the middle of 2020. 

Donna then asked if there are other things the Academy can do to assist with PBR. 

LATF took no action. 

9. Economic Scenario Generator (ESG) and the Cessation of LIBOR 

Pat Alison (NAIC) updated LATF on an RFP to develop an ESG (page 103 of the LATF Material) that will be 

prescribed for life and annuity reserves and risk-based capital calculations (VM-20, VM-21, C-3 Phase I, 

and C-3 Phase II). Work would begin in early 2020, but the ESG would not be implemented earlier than 

2022.  

Pat also discussed the cessation of LIBOR, its impact on valuation, and actions that may need to be taken 

(page 107 of the LATF Material). LIBOR will be replaced by the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR). 
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LIBOR is a global benchmark interest rate calculated daily representing the cost of short-term unsecured 

borrowing by banks. While it is widely used, its publication won’t be guaranteed beyond 2021. 

The Alternative Reference Rates Committee (AARC) was formed in 2014 by the Federal Reserve Board 

and the NY Fed. In 2017, the AARC identified the SOFR as the rate that represents best practice for use 

in certain new USD derivatives and other financial contracts In April 2018, and the NY Fed began 

publishing SOFR daily. 

As an overnight secured rate (LIBOR is unsecured), SOFR better reflects the way financial institutions 

operate. 

The risk is that insurance contracts that linked to LIBOR continue past 2021, when LIBOR may no longer 

be available. Another risk is insurers’ readiness to address this. 

The NAIC will need to make changes to the VM and the Accounting Practices & Procedures Manual to 

address the transition from LIBOR to SOFR. There may also be other areas that need to be addressed. 

LATF took no action. 

10. Mortality Reporting for 2020 

Pat Alison (NAIC) updated LATF on mortality reporting (page 118 of the LATF Material). Pat outlined the 

timeline, which includes a 5/31/2021 deadline for the NAIC to submit aggregate experience data to the 

SOA. She noted that while the target is 85% of industry experience, the NAIC actually targeted 92%. 

They did this by focusing on groups of affiliated companies and individual companies that are large 

enough to do PBR in 2020. This involved 176 companies across 31 states. Pat noted that 107 of these 

companies have previously participated in the KS and NY experience studies. Notification was sent and 

the 

Of the 176 companies, 10 have elected exclusion due to small premium amounts, 4 companies identified 

all of their business as being out of scope, 12 claimed they are out of scope and the NAIC is following up, 

and 2 requested exemption and will work with their domestic regulator. The net is 148. The impact of 

having fewer companies is minor (92% goes to 90%). 

The experience reporting will follow VM-50 and VM-51. The NAIC website has resources, including a 

company training webinar and powerpoint slides, beta testing of the software, and a link for questions. 

LATF took no action. 

11. Mortality Aggregation 

Pat Alison (NAIC) and Rachel Hemphill (CA) led the discussion (page 135 of the LATF Materials).  

The issue of how companies are aggregating mortality has come up in the context of the review of 2018 

submissions, and in a list of issues expected for the 2019 reports. They alluded to the concepts of 

mortality aggregation in VM-20 as examples of what is currently being used by companies. These fall in 

the categories of top-down and bottom-up. 
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VM-20 allows mortality aggregation for calculating credibility for mortality segments subject to the same 

or similar underwriting. It does not allow using separate mortality segment experience to set each 

corresponding assumption and then simply grouping the segments together to calculate credibility. 

The aggregate experience must inform the mortality segment assumptions; two approaches are allowed 

under VM-20 (examples are included in the material): 

• Top-down – uses techniques to further subdivide the aggregate experience into the various 

mortality segments 

• Bottom-up – uses techniques to adjust the experience of each mortality segment in the group to 

reflect the aggregate company experience for the group 

Pat and Rachel suggested that examples of aggregation approaches be developed to post on the 

industry tab on the NAIC website. Examples would be exposed for public comment, and posted once 

adjustments are made based on the comments. 

Dave Neve (Global Atlantic) noted that a principle of PBR is that assumptions should be developed solely 

for PBR. He suggested the examples showed assumptions that would be unique for PBR. 

LATF took no action. 

12. Interstate Insurance Product Regulation Commission (IIPRC) Update 

Jeanne Daharsh (IIPRC) provided the update (page 156 of the LATF Materials). This included a review of 

the agenda for the IIPRC session during the NAIC meeting. 

LATF took no action. 

13. IUL Illustrations 

Fred Andersen (MN) led the discussion (page 158 of the LATF Materials). The NAIC IUL Illustrations 

Subgroup has been considering changes to AG 49 (The Application of the Life Illustrations Model 

Regulation to Policies with Index-Based Interest) and is looking for high level guidance from LATF. The 

issue is that certain IUL policy features, such as multipliers and the use of variable or indexed loans, are 

being interpreted in a way where they produce favorable illustrations. The Subgroup is looking into 

whether these features result in a situation where a riskier product could be illustrated in a way that 

produces disproportionately higher returns than a less risky product. Some of the regulators view this as 

companies “gaming the system”. 

The Subgroup has had several conference calls since the last NAIC National Meeting. LATF agrees that it 

doesn’t want these product enhancements to produce better illustrations. They also discussed a feature 

referred to as a Cap Buy-up. Normally, the IUL credited rate is indexed, and is limited by the cap. With a 

multiplier, the credited interest up to the cap is multiplied. The cap doesn’t change, but credited interest 

increases. With a Cap Buy-up, the cap actually goes up. This allows amounts above the cap to be 

credited for a limited period of time. So, the Cap Buy-up allows higher interest. While there is a cost for 

this feature, it results in better illustrations. The Subgroup received a series of comment letters 
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addressing what to do about Cap Buy-ups. Fred confirmed that Cap Buy-ups are in the categories of 

product enhancements that LATF doesn’t want to produce better illustrations.  

Tomasz Serbinowski (UT) noted that trying to chase features is going to be fruitless. It reminds him of AG 

38. 

Birney Birnbaum (Center for Economic Justice) noted that the same principles hold for Cap Buy-ups as 

other enhancement features. Under current AG 49, all of these features show up as increased returns 

without increased risk. Illustrating higher returns is possible because the regulations don’t require the 

illustration to show the higher risk. This is why LATF voted to have products with enhancements 

illustrate the same as those without.  

Wanchin Chou (CT) said he would like to encourage creativity, but also transparency. Work on AG 49 is 

divorced from providing consumer information and disclosure. How do we provide consumer 

information to allow them to make informed choices? 

Rhonda Ahrens (NE) agrees with Birney’s comments but has a concern with creating a product 

moratorium.  

Tomasz disagreed with Birney and Rhonda. The history of the illustration regulation is not disclosure, but 

illustrating values. It isn’t intended to enhance understanding, but to certify values. If disclosure is 

needed then that needs to be addressed in a place other than illustrations. Birney said that the purpose 

of AG 49 is to protect consumers, not mislead them, and to make illustrations more understandable. The 

issues need a broader look. The NAIC should take actions quickly to stop more obvious abuses, but it 

needs a broader look at illustrations and disclosures. 

Bill Carmello (NY) announced that NY is developing a regulation to require companies to show +20% and 

-20%. It hasn’t been adopted yet. 

Craig Chupp (VA) noted that the potential for abuse with multipliers is higher than with Cap Buy-ups 

because the option cost of a Cap Buy-up is lower. Mike Yanacheak (IA) noted that the distinctions being 

made is casting winners and loser on design, which won’t limit behavior. So, designs need to be treated 

similarly. Going forward designs that “win” can be used to design products that look like designs that 

“lose”. 

LATF adopted the Subgroup report. 

14. Valuation Basic Table Issues 

Mary Bahna-Nolan (a member of the SOA Preferred Mortality Oversight Group and the Academy’s Life 

Mortality Improvements Subgroup, or Joint Committee) led the discussion (page 205 of LATF Materials). 

The 2015 VBT and Relative Risk (RR) tables are based on 2002-2009 industry experience, projected 

forward with mortality improvement to 2015. Beyond 2015, companies use prescribed improvement 

factors. The tables are required for prudent estimate mortality in VM-20. The current practice is to 

update the tables when sufficient changes in underlying mortality to warrant a change in the VBT. The 

Joint Committee came up with additional metrics to use for this, such as confidence intervals on A/E. 
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However, in order to effectively measure this, there is a need for additional fields in mortality data and 

additional analysis. 

Next steps include providing MIB and NAIC with requests to add new calculated fields and complete 

Bühlmann calculations. 

In response to concerns raised, Dan Schelp (NAIC) noted that the additional fields really don’t change 

the aspect of data privacy. Prior data points were considered personal data points under HIPPA, and the 

NAIC worked with the ACLI to address concerns. Concerns with new data elements may need to be 

looked at, but the concerns won’t be any different than those expressed for current data. 

LATF took no action. 

15. Experience Reporting Subgroup Report 

Fred Andersen (MN) provided an update (page 219 of the LATF Material).  

He noted that the Subgroup has expressed a desire to look at VA policyholder behavior. Because of the 

equity market increase over the past few years, the most recent information contains mostly data for 

out-of-the-money behavior, and very little in-the-money data. It makes sense to put a structure in place 

now. The Subgroup plans to move forward using life experience reporting as an initial framework. They 

will be looking for input from interested parties.  

On the issue of advanced underwriting, Fred reiterated that the Subgroup is focusing on actuarial issues. 

Since there are other groups working on non-actuarial issues associated with AUW, he is making sure 

there aren’t redundant discussions on the topic. 

Fred also noted APF 2019-56 adds elements to data call under VM-51 to better reflect experience by 

underwriting programs. 

LATF adopted the Subgroup report.  

16. Academy Update on Professionalism 

David Ogden (chair, Actuarial Board for Counseling and Discipline - ABCD), Kathy Riley (chair, Actuarial 

Standards Board - ASB), and Shawna Ackerman (Immediate Past President of the Academy) participated 

in this discussion. 

Kathy noted the following standards that impact life.  

• A revision to ASOP No. 11, now titled Reinsurance Involving Life Insurance, Annuities, or Health 

Benefit Plans in Financial Reports. This is in its second exposure, with a comment deadline of 

March 31, 2020; 

• A revision to ASOP No. 22, Statements of Opinion Based on Asset Adequacy Analysis by Actuaries 

for Life or Health Insurers, will have a second exposure in the spring; 

• A revision to ASOP No. 2, Nonguaranteed Elements for Life Insurance and Annuity Products, is 

expected to have a second exposure in June 2020. 

• ASOP No. 56, Modeling was adopted and is expected to be released shortly; and 
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• A new ASOP on Setting Assumption, had a second exposure, and will be reviewed by the ASB in 

March 2020. 

David mentioned an Academy webinar on December 13 that includes ABCD member. The webinar looks 

at case studies. David also mentioned that of the requests for guidance (RFG) received by the ABCD, few 

focused specifically on life topics. They did include life actuaries, but many of the topics included things 

such as a vindictive actuary, qualification standards (mostly people that already know they are qualified, 

but want to make sure), consulting on the side, a consultant serving on board of a company, and 

confidentiality related to Precept 13. He said to call the ABCD with questions, and that they receive over 

100 RFGs per year. 

LATF took no action. 

17. Other Matters 

None. 
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Life RBC WG – December 7, 2019 

1. Longevity Risk Subgroup Update 

Rhonda Ahrens (NE and chair of the Subgroup) led the discussion. Part of the discussion was similar to 

the discussion at LATF. See above for more notes. Rhonda recommended on behalf of the Subgroup that 

the Life RBC WG accept the Academy Longevity TF’s proposal for longevity RBC factors. The proposal 

scopes out longevity reinsurance for now, but Rhonda noted that the Subgroup is willing to accept a 

charge from the Life RBC WG to address this. In addition, the proposal that the Subgroup is 

recommending does not include a correlation factor for the combined C-2 risk from longevity and 

mortality. This is outside of the Subgroup’s charge because it addresses mortality risk, and should be 

handled by the Life RBC WG. 

Rhonda noted that the WG Material includes the RBC pages that would implement this 

recommendation, along with the original Academy TF recommendation and the August 2019 update, 

that includes the Academy TF’s recommendation for the correlation factor. 

The ACLI suggested that the proposal include a formula for the correlation, even if it doesn’t include the 

assumptions. This will allow the NAIC to include a factor without having to change the RBC 

requirements. The Academy agreed that this makes sense and the Life RBC WG modified the proposal to 

include this. 

The WG exposed the proposal for 60 days and directed the Subgroup to begin work on RBC for 

longevity reinsurance. 

2. Academy C-2 Work Group 

Chris Trost (NWML and chair of the Academy WG) led the discussion. The Academy WG was charged 

with reviewing and potentially recommending changes to the life RBC factors covering mortality. Earlier 

this year, the WG presented the assumptions and methods they are using for a revision to the current 

factors. The WG received feedback and is in the process of incorporating that into their work. While he 

would have liked to present factors, the WG was not ready yet, so he provided a directional update.  

As previously discussed, the C-2 RBC requirements cover mortality risk at the 95th percentile and is net 

of the risk covered in statutory reserves. The requirements include mortality risk related to: volatility, 

level, trend, and catastrophe. He also noted that the WG is focusing on individual life for now. 

Early indicators are that the factors will decrease, based on a decrease due to volatility and level risk, 

offset by an increase due to trend and catastrophe risk. The biggest driver of this appears to be a 

decrease to the level risk factor. This is because the original factors included AIDS scenarios based on 

early 1990’s estimate. 

Chris noted that the Academy WG will continue their analysis, and look to incorporate group life. The 

goal is to have preliminary factors in 2020. 

The Life RBC WG took no action. 
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3. Economic Scenario Generators 

Pat Alison (NAIC) reported that the NAIC is working on an RFP to develop an ESG that can be prescribed 

for life and annuity reserves and risk-based capital calculations (VM-20, VM-21, C-3 Phase I, and C-3 

Phase II). Work would begin in early 2020, but the ESG would not be implemented earlier than 2022. 

The Life RBC WG took no action. 

4. Life Growth Risk 

Earlier this year, the NAIC Operational Risk Subgroup asked the Life RBC WG to consider a factor for risk 

associated with growth. The WG received two comments. One from NY, who supports having a growth 

risk RBC charge for life insurers. The other from the ACLI, who noted that there is no need for such a 

charge. They stated that there are appropriate tools currently being used to monitor this, including the 

RBC trend test. 

The Life RBC WG decided to table this. 

5. Other Matters 

Rachel Hemphill (TX) mentioned that she is aware of an issue with the newly adopted changes to C-3 

Phase II. The issue involves the phase-in of results for companies that have previously held voluntary 

reserves. She noted that she will be working on a proposed fix for 2020, but that regulators should be 

aware of this issue for companies that are early adopting for 2019. 

The Life RBC WG took no action. 
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